FLORIDA FOREST SERVICE

FACILITATED LEARNING ANALYSIS (F. L. A.)
APRIL 16, 2017

The purpose of this report is to facilitate learning. This report gives on-the-ground perspectives
of key events. Contributing Factors section of this report are insights from participants. The
Lessons Learned section sets the stage for dialog on fire safety improvement.
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FLA TEAM MEMBERS
Larry Grubbs, State Safety Officer ---- Team Leader
John Sabo, Chipola Center Manager --- Subject Matter Expert
Matt Mayo, Forest Ranger --- Forest Ranger Job Class/ Subject Matter Expert

SUMMARY
On April 16, 2017 the Okeechobee District responded to a wildfire in a high fire danger area
known as “the prairie” in Okeechobee County. The local fire department reported the
Doubleside Fire at approximately 13:00. During initial attack operations Okeechobee 51 (OK 51)
a type 2 tractor plow unit (John Deere 650J) was overrun by fire causing the AC filter to catch
fire, resulting in a total loss of the equipment. The fire plow itself sustained only minor damage
resulting from this incident. The firefighter was not injured.
Weather conditions predicted for the day
were 85 degrees, 39% relative humidity, 20
foot winds - East at 6 MPH in the AM and
East at 10 MPH with gusts of 19 MPH in the
PM. Mixing height 5,300 feet, transport wind
speed and direction East at 13 MPH. Fuels
were continuous 4’ to 6’ tall grass with
scattered palmetto/gallberry, 8’ to 20’
cabbage palms and pines.
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FIRE MAP
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NARRATIVE
NARRATIVE
Initial attack crews responded to the Doubleside Fire from the Okeechobee District office at
13:05 with local and out-of-district resources. Local resources were; one Type 6 engine (OK
116), one firefighter with 1 year and 8 months experience and one Type 2 tractor plow unit (OK
50/51), one firefighter with 1 year and 9 months experience. Out of district Resources were;
one Type 2 Dozer Strike Team (3 type 2 tractor plow units) with one qualified Strike Team
Leader (STL) with pick-up truck and 8 years of experience. As the local resources received the
call, they walked past the STL and told him “we have a fire in the prairie and for him to get with
dispatch for directions” and the two local resources responded to the fire. OK 116 arrived first
on the Doubleside Fire at 13:27 and per Florida Forest Service (FFS) Policy & Procedure this
assigns him the responsibility of Incident Commander (I.C.) unless other
procedures/instructions are given. OK 116 met the local fire department (FD) unit for a face-toface briefing and It was discussed that there were structures located in front of the oncoming
fire that would need protecting. As OK 50/51 arrived at 13:30, OK 116 briefed the firefighter to
put lines around the homes to defend them from
the approaching fire.
OK 51 unloaded and began plowing his initial line
around the two structures with the head of the fire
rapidly approaching from the east. When the out-ofdistrict Strike Team arrived at 13:34, the STL and OK
116 met face-to-face and OK 116 gave the STL a
size-up, informed him of the homes in the area and
OK 51 assignment. STL said “OK 51 should not be in
that block”. “He, (OK 51) should come out and pair
up with his crews and go west of the canal and start
plowing multiple lines and catch any spots that might jump their lines”. OK 116 called OK 51
and told him to come to the homes. This was an unclear command to OK 51. OK 51 came to the
road and had a face-to-face meeting with OK 116 and was instructed to go back in on the east
side and fight fire. OK 51 went back to the locations of the homes where he was originally
instructed to go.
OK 116 started taking structure protection action and the STL
put one of his dozers on the left flank, working west and the
remaining two dozers continued west on the main grade past
the canal and started putting in multiple lines. No one
checked on OK 51’s location.

“IF WE HAD A BETTER
GAME PLAN, WE
WOULD’VE HAD A BETTER
OUTCOME”

OK 51 decided to anchor to his original plow line that was
around the homes and start plowing east in speed setting 3.5 with full RPM’s, to reduce the
intensity of the head fire before it reached the homes. The winds were gusting to 30 MPH from
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variable directions. Unaware of the speed and inconsistent wind directions, he continued east
and at 13:50 was met by the fast moving flame front with 20’ flame lengths.
OK 51 called out on the district radio channel but no acknowledgement was
given due to heavy radio traffic, phone calls and only one Duty Officer on
duty. He called again on the designated tactical channel, but no one heard
his call due to the heavy amount of radio traffic. OK 51 was overrun by fire.
He tried to make a turn to the north to get clear of the flames, but was
unable to because the dozer starting to run sluggish and a hard wind shift from the south kept
him in the flaming front. As he tried to make it to the road that
was located just to his north, the cab of the tractor started filling
“I ONLY GAVE IT 40 feet, I
up with thick black smoke. He saw flames running underneath his
SHOULD HAVE GAVE IT
dozer and coming out from underneath the front of his blade and
MORE ROOM”
recognized he had fire all around him. He held his breath as long as
he could and knew he had to leave the dozer.

“I WAS SO SURPRISED AT
HOW FAST THE FIRE WAS
MOVING!”

OK 51 stopped his tractor, tried calling dispatch, but no answer. He put his blade and
plow down, tried to grab his fire gear that was stored
behind the seat, but due to the thick smoke and now
flames, could not get his gear that contained his fire
shelter. He jumped out of the dozer and ran a short
distance to the main grade with fire all around him. A
brush truck from the local FD was traveling down the
main grade and saw OK 51 on fire and the firefighter
running to the road. The brush truck crew tried to take
action on the dozer but the heat and flames from the
wildfire was too intense and they had to retreat to
safety. OK 51 tried to call FFS dispatch on his handheld
but could not transmit so he tried using his cellphone
but had no service. The FD crew called their dispatch to advise FFS dispatch of the
burnover and that they have OK 51’s firefighter with them. OK 51’s firefighter refused
medical treatment offered to him FD crew so they continued
structure protection efforts with OK 51’s firefighter assisting them.
“I TOLD EVERYONE TO
At 13:58 a FD firefighter made face-to-face contact with OK 116 to
CLEAR THE CHANNEL, BUT
EVERYONE KEPT TALKING”
inform him of the burnover, but did not let OK 116 know that OK
51’s firefighter was with them. As soon as this was communicated
to OK 116 he declared EMERGENCY over the district radio channel
and then he went to the dozers location to look for OK 51’s firefighter. The district’s
radio channel was never cleared for the emergency traffic and heavy radio traffic
continued over the district’s main radio channel. OK 116 extinguished OK 51 and saw
that the firefighter was not inside. At 14:02 STL notified FFS dispatch that the firefighter
was safe and after hearing this radio traffic, OK 116 went back to structure protection
without making face-to-face contact with the FFS firefighter.
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CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
Listed below are factors that have a direct relationship to the outcome of this incident. These
factors are not the admission of fault from the firefighters that were involved but instead,
factors to be submitted for consideration as suggestions, reminders, and references for further
exploration.









Initial tactics deployed by the first
arriving units were based on limited
knowledge and experience.
Incident Commander having minimal
initial attack experience.
Operating equipment beyond its
capabilities
Leaders intent, was not made clear.
Ineffective transfer of command to
experienced leadership positions.
Loss of situational awareness with
crews.
Lack of effective communication.
Minimal staffing in Communications
Center during high fire danger.
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LESSONS TO SHARE











It is imperative to speak up when you are feeling uneasy, uncomfortable, or unsure.
Experienced firefighters should be mixed with those who are less experienced. This will
necessitate a thorough briefing, ensure instructions are clear and understood and to
keep firefighters from working alone when additional units are on scene.
Personnel accountability is extremely important, especially in complex initial attack
circumstances that often require unique tactics and strategies. This helps ensure safety
of all crews.
Operate equipment in appropriate speed settings (1.7-1.9). This will reduce equipment
fatigue and failure.
Turn off air-condition unit if caught in flame front or heavy embers. This will help
reduce the likelihood of the filters and cab catching fire.
Establish properly qualified and experienced leadership.
Incident Commander should limit his/her hands-on fire suppression activities to
maintain effective situational awareness.
Limit radio traffic to the extent possible. This will improve the possibility that
emergency traffic can be transmitted and received successfully.
Increase staffing in Communications Center on high fire days to help with the additional
call volume and radio traffic.
Know and follow established policy and procedures for emergency radio traffic.
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CONCLUSION
The Okeechobee District is struggling with limited experience due to a high turnover rate. This
report may reflect inexperience but also reflects the calm demeanors by the firefighters
involved. If not for this calm demeanor in such a stressful environment, this could have resulted
in a fatal outcome. The operation of these machines, in the fire environment, requires a
combination of skill, experience, and adaptability to changing conditions. As these firefighters
gain knowledge and experience they will become more effective firefighters and fireline
leaders.
A benefit of a facilitated learning analysis is the exchange of information in a non-threatening
manner that allows participants to express not only the factual account of the event, but also to
see representatives from outside the district command structure. Participants get to
demonstrate their concern and interest in a specific situation without a need to fix any
associated blame.

Larry Grubbs, State Safety Officer
Florida Forest Service
(850) 681-5920 Office
(850) 228-7755 Cell
(850) 681-5901 Fax
Larry.Grubbs@FreshFromFlorida.com
The Conner Building
3125 Conner Boulevard
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1650
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